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A previous analysis of two-body Cabibbo-allowed nonleptonic decays of D mesons and of
Cabibbo-allowed and first-forbidden decays of D+ and D+ has been adjourned using more re-
cent experimental data and extended to the Cabibbo-forbidden decays of D . Annihilation and
W-exchange contributions as well as final state interaction effects (assumed to be dominated by
nearby resonances) have been included and are in fact crucial to obtain a reasonable agreement
with the experimental data, which show large Savor SU(3) violations. New fitting parameters are
necessary to describe rescattering eKects for Cabibbo-forbidden D decays, given the lack of ex-
perimental information on isoscalar resonances. We keep their number to a minimum, three, using
phenomenologically based considerations. We also discuss CP-violating asymmetries.

PACS number(s): 13.25.Ft, 11.30.Er

I. INTRODUCTION

A theoretical description of exclusive nonleptonic de-
cays of charmed hadrons based on general principles is
not yet possible. Even if the short-distance effects due to
hard gluon exchange can be resummed and an effective
Hamiltonian has been constructed (recently, at next-to-
leading order [1]), the evaluation of its matrix elements
requires nonperturbative techniques. Waiting for future
progress in lattice QCD calculations one has to rely on
approximate methods andior models.

The largely different lifetimes of charmed hadrons
make it clear that the infinitely heavy quark limit is quite
far from the actual situation. Therefore, the expansion in
inverse powers of the heavy quark mass characteristic of
heavy quark effective theory (HQET) [2] is presumably
not a useful tool in this case. Moreover, the methods
of HQET are not obviously extended to cope with ex-
clusive hadronic decays. On the other hand, the simple
factorized ansatz for the matrix elements is known not
to describe properly Cabibbo-allowed D decays. The
color suppression of some contributions seems in fact to
be stronger than the factor — expected from QCD [3]
and the data exhibit large phase differences between am-
plitudes with definite isospin. We are thus forced, still
using the factorization approximation as a starting point
of the matrix element evaluation, to include important
corrections due to rescattering effects in the 6nal states.
This we do assuming the dominance of nearby resonances
and taking &om experiment, when possible, their masses
and widths. We also include W-exchange and annihila-
tion contributions that turn out to be larger than gen-
erally believed. The presence of nearby resonances may
well have the effect of increasing these terms relative to
their naive PCAC (partial conservation of axial-vector
currents) estimates.

In two previous papers the Cabibbo-allowed [4] two-
body decays of charmed mesons were described in the
framework discussed above and the model was applied
to the analysis of Cabibbo Grst-forbidden decays of the
charged mesons [5] D+ and D+ and to their CP-violating
asymmetries.

The considerable success of that analysis prompts us
to extend it to the Cabibbo-forbidden two-body decays
of D . The recent experimental determination of the
branching ratio B(D+ ~ sr+~ ) = 0.25 + 0.07% [6,7]
that agrees with our prediction [5] allows us to perform
an amplitude analysis on the complex of D ~ 7r7r de-
cays that shows a large ( 90 ) phase difference between
I = 0 and I = 2 amplitudes. Moreover, a comparison of
the I = 2 amplitude with the I = — &om D+ ~ vr+K
shows a considerable violation of flavor SU(3) in the di-
rection of larger vrvr amplitudes; on the other hand, it is
known since a long time and recently confirmed [7] that
the ratio of D decay branching &actions to K+K and
to m+vr is much larger than the SU(3) prediction (i.e. ,

1), showing an opposite pattern of SU(3) breaking in ex-
otic and nonexotic channels. Another striking signal of
the importance of SU(3) violations is given by the value,
quite similar to other Cabibbo-forbidden decays, of the
B(D +K K ) that s-hould be vanishing in the sym-
metric limit.

Our model describes satisfactorily the experimental
situation. For what concerns SU(3) breaking in exotic
channels it is the combination of several small effects
that yields a large result. These effects would not be
enough to explain the large K+K to 7r+7r ratio and
to produce a nonvanishing decay rate to K K: in the
nonexotic channels the rescattering effects are essential.

In order to introduce these rescattering effects we need
to know masses, widths, and couplings of yet unobserved
spinless, isoscalar resonances with positive and negative
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Q~i (Q~2) with the substitution (d -+ s). In Eqs. (2.1) and
(2.3) cx and P are color indices (that we will omit in the
following formulas) and in the "penguin" operators q (q)
is to be summed over all active flavors (u, d, s).

If we neglect mixing with the third generation (U„b = 0
and U„,U,*, = —U„gU;d ——singe cos gc) then the three
effective Hamiltonians

parities, and masses around 1.9 GeV. One expects for
each parity two resonances of this type, a SU(3) singlet
and a member of an octet, that generally mix among
themselves. Such a large number of new parameters to
fit eight new data (or limits) for branching ratios is obvi-
ously unappealing, unless some arguments can be given
to reduce it. In the following we will show that rea-
sonable phenomenological assumptions may reduce the
number of new parameters to three.

We have to determine these by a fit to the data. Before
doing that we repeated the fit to all Cabibbo allowed and
to charged meson first-forbidden decay branching ratios,
which in the meantime have got lower error bars and in
some cases have also changed. The model is therefore
passing a more demanding test.

IIAC'= —AS
eff

sin Oc

~AC=AS ~AS=0
eff eff

cos Hc
' +2 singe cos oc

(2 4)

II. DECAY AMPLITUDES IN THE FACTORIZED
AP PROXIMATION

The effective weak Hamiltonian for Cabibbo-allowed
nonleptonic decays of charined particles is given by [U;~.
are elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix]

G~
U„~U;, [C2s p„(1 —ps)c u~p" (1 —ps)dp

2

+C,u p„(1 —ps)c s~p" (1 —ps)dp] + Hc.
(2.1)

~AC'= AS
eff

while for LC = —LS processes the Hamiltonian is ob-
tained from the same equation with the substitution
8 ~ d. The effective weak Hamiltonian for Cabibbo first-
forbidden nonleptonic decays is

form a U-spin triplet. Therefore, in the limit of exact
flavor SU(3) symmetry a number of relations between
decay amplitudes should hold. We shall discuss some
of them in Sec. IV and we will see that they are often
violated rather strongly.

We have evaluated the coeKcients C; at the scale
1.5 GeV using the two-loop anomalous dimension ma-
trices recently calculated by Buras and collaborators [1],
assuming A4 ——300 MeV, where MS denotes the mod-
ified minimal subtraction scheme. This value, which
corresponds to the best agreement between the exper-
imental data and the theoretical results on the exclu-
sive decay channels of D mesons, is compatible with the
experimental determination from measurements at the
CERN e+e collider LEP [6]. The coefficients at next-
to-leading order are renormalization scheme dependent:
we assume in the following the values obtained using
the "scheme-independent prescription" of Buras et al. :
namely, C1 ———0.628, C2 ——1.347, C3 ——0.027, C4 ——

—0.057, C5 ——0.015, C6 ———0.070.
In the factorized approximation the matrix elements of

H,s are written in terms of matrix elements of currents,
(V~)& = q'p" q and (A~, )" = q'p"psq

We recall the definitions of the decay constants for
pseudoscalar (vr, K, . . .) and vector (p, K*, . . .) mesons,

~AC'=+1, AS=0
eff U-~U.~[CiQi + C2Q2]

2

+ U„,U,', [CiQi + C2Q2]
Gp

2

(p)IA"lo) = —xf;p

(V;(p, A)lV" l0) = M,f,e*"(A), .

(2.5)

6

U„sU;s) C,Q, + H.c.2" '=i=3

In Eq. (2.2) the operators are [8]

Qi = u V&(1 —Ws)dpd V"(1 —~s)c

Q2 = u p„(1 —ps)d d~p" (1 —ps)cp,

Q. = u ~.(1-~.)c-).q'~" (I - ~.)qp,

(2.2)
and the usual definitions [9] for the matrix elements of
the currents:

(Rlv"l&, ) = p,"+p,"— ', ' q" f+(q')

M2 —M2
+ ', ' q"fo(q'),

, f. .* q„&
(V;lA" lP, ) = i(M, + M;)Ai(q )

)

«=u ~ (1 —~.)c~) q ~"(1 ~.)q-,

Qs = u p„(1 —ps)c ) q~p" (1+ps)qp,

Qs = u ~&(1 —~s)cp ) .q~~" (1+~.)q-,

(2 3)

The operator Qi (Q2) in Eq. (2.2) is obtained &om

—iA2(q')
M~ + M;

+i2M, AO(q ) q",
g

c"„p p".p~~*
(v;Iv la, ) = 2v(q')

M, +M;

(2.6)
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To avoid the presence of a spurious singularity at q
0 one has to require that

f+(o) = f, (o) —= ~„, (2.7)

Ao(0) = ' Ai(0) + '
A2(0) = a~~ . (2.8)

M;+M, M,. —M.

The semileptonic decay rate for D ~ K e+v [10]
indicates a value v„0.79; assuming SU(3) symmetry
for the weak charges we will set

Vcs —Vcd —Vcu (2.9)

Using the definition (2.8) and the data on the semilep-
tonic decay D +K* -e+v [11] we obtain a„0.54 +
0.13 (E653 Collaboration) or a„0.71+0.16 (E691 Col-
laboration). DifFerent lattice QCD calculations [12] give
similar results: in average a, 0.74 + 0.15. The lim-
ited. statistics for the data on D ~ p e+v decay does
not allow an analysis of the di8'erent form factors, but
within large errors the measured branching &action is
larger than theoretical predictions based on quark mod-
els [13]. Lattice results and results obtained in the frame-
work of QCD sum rules by using (2.8) on SU(3) breaking
are inconclusive because of large errors on the A2 form
factor.

Since the data on D meson decays show large SU(3)-
breaking eÃects and since the axial charges are not pro-
tected by the so-called Ademollo-Gat to theorem, in our
fit we allowed. a, and a p

——a to vary between 0.5 and
1 independently. The values chosen by the fit are a, =
0.59, consistent with experimental data, and a,g = 1 (in
fact, an even better fit would be obtained allowing larger
values for a,g). We note that these values do not agree
with the direct QCD sum rule calculation of Ao(q ) per-
formed in [14], where the authors conclude that SU(3)-
breaking effects should be small (0,„/a,„=1.10 + 0.05)
and the q dependence of the form factors compatible
with a polar dependence dominated by the 0 pole.

The q dependence of the form factors is assumed to be
dominated by the nearest singularity. This entails for the
t"-quark decay terms the usual simple-pole form factors

the suggested existence of resonances with masses near
to the D-meson mass, make a prediction based on the
lightest mass singularity unjustified. These terms depend
on the matrix elements of current divergences between
the vacuum and two-meson states. We write them, with
the help of the equations of motion, in the way indicated
in the following examples:

(K ~+lB"(V, )„lo) = i(m, —mg)(K 7r+lsdlo)

MD—= i(m, —mg) Wpp,
D

(2.11)

(K p+lB" (A, )~lo) = i(m, + mg)(K p+lspsdlo)
2M',:——(m, + mg) e* .pg Wpv .

We assume SU(3) symmetry for the matrix elements of
scalar and pseudoscalar densities, and express all of them
in terms of W~~, Wp~. In our approach the W,. 's are free
parameters of the fit. Their magnitude turns out to be
considerably larger than what one would obtain assuming
form factors dominated by the pole of the lightest scalar
or pseudoscalar meson, i.e. Ko (1430) or K(497).

We note that to obtain the amplitudes for Cabibbo
first-forbidden decays one has to evaluate matrix ele-
ments such as (rjldp~psdlo) or, for penguin operators,
(rl l dps dl 0) . To get the correct result it is necessary
to take into account the anomaly of the singlet axial
vector current; we have followed the method discussed
in [15]. In this scheme the g-g' mixing angle 0„„~ results
to be equal to —10 . Remarkably, this value which is
consistent with the Gell-Mann —Okubo mass formula, is
also perfectly compatible with the experimental value of
I'(q ~ pp) obtained by two-photon production exper-
iments [16]. Therefore the q-g' mixing angle is not a
parameter of the fit, as it was in our previous analyses.

If the final K meson in Cabibbo-allowed decays is
neutral, it has been observed as a short-lived neutral
K, Kg. There is therefore an interference between
Cabibbo-allowed (D ~ K + X) and doubly suppressed
(D ~ Ko + X) decay amplitudes. We have fitted the
experimental data I',„~q [6] using the definition

(2.10)
I'(D + Ks + X) —= —,'I',„,(D i K + X), (2.12)

1 —q y'MD (p+)

and analogous expressions, with the mass of the light-
est particle with appropriate quantum numbers, for the
other form factors.

In the W-exchange and annihilation terms, however,
the large and timelike q values needed, together with

I

and included final state interaction (FSI) modifications
also for the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed part of the am-
plitude. The correction due to this efFect is not negligible
and it helps in obtaining a better fit to the experimental
data.

We write now a few examples of amplitudes for
Cabibbo-allowed and first-forbidden decays in the fac-
torized approximation:

A~(D m K 7r+) =— U„,U.*.I(c, + t.'c, )(K-l(v:),ID'&(~+1(A„')~lo

+(c + &c )(K +I(v.") lo&(ol(A:)"ID')]
G~

U„gU*.[(C2+ (Ci)f (K ]0"(V;)„lD ) + (Ci+ (C2) fLi(K m+l8"(V,")„lo)] . (2.13)
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In (2.13) the two terms correspond to c-quark decay and W exchange, respectively.

&w(D+ ~ Ksp+) =— v„dv.*.[(c, + (c,) (K'l(v:)
„ID+�&(p+

l(v„")& lo) + (c, + (c,) (K'I(&".)„Io&(p+l(x„)"ID+)]

+ U Ucd [(C. + &Ci) &ol (&d)~ ID'& &K'p'
I
(&:)"Io)

+(c, + gc.) &K'i(~'. )„Io&&p+l(x:) ID'&]

+~dU.*.[(Cz + (Ci)f,M,e*"(p+ ) &K'
I (v; )~

ID+�

& + (Ci + K2)f~ &
p+

I

~"(&:)~ ID+ &]

+ +us+ d [(C2 + K'i)fD &K'p+ lo"(&:),Io& + (Ci + K'2)fic&S + lc "(&:)~ID+&] (2 14)

In (2.14) we have given an example of an amplitude with Ko and Ko interfering contributions, that also contains an
annihilation term.

(2.15)

(D+ ~ ~'~+) = — U„dU.*d[(c,+ (c,) &~ l(vd') „ID+)&~+ I(x„) lo) + (c, + (c,) &~+ I(v„)„ID+)&~ l(xd)" lo)]
2

&-dU.*d (c +K')f-& 'I&"(vd) ID') —(c +«) ( +l~"(v:)
I

= + UudU (dC1 + Cz)(1 + ()f-&~+I~"(V:)~ID+&

~w(De ~ ~-~+) = U„„U*,(c, + gC, ) &~ l(Vd')„ID'&&~'I(&'. )"Io)
G

2

+ U b+ b[(C4 + K'. ) &~ 1(vd )~ID') &~
I
(&.")"Io&

2
—2(Cs + (Cs) &m m+ luulo& &olupsclD ) + 2(Cs + (Cs) &~ l«ID &

&~+ lupsdl0&]

v„dU.*d(c, + gc, )f.& l~ (v;)„ID')+ ~.bU.*b (c4+ (c.)f.&
l~"(v;).ID )2" 2

+2i(cs + (c,)&~-~+ luulo& —»(Cs + (Cs) &~ ldclD'&
fg)M~ f M

mu+ mc mQ + mQ
(2.16)

In (2.15) and (2.16) we give examples of Cabibbo-
forbidden decay amplitudes, to the second of which pen-
guin operators contribute.

The parameter ( appearing in the above equations
should be equal to —in QCD. Since however other color
suppressed, nonfactorizable contributions have been ne-
glected we will consider it as a free parameter to be fitted
to the experimental data, following [3]. The result of the
fit favors a value ( 0.

III. FINAL-STATE INTERACTION EFFECTS

We make the assumption that FSI's are dominated
by resonant contributions, and we neglect the phase
shifts in exotic channels. In the mass region of pseu-
doscalar charmed particles there is evidence, albeit not
very strong [6], for a J = 0 K(1830) (with I'
250 MeV and an observed decay to KP [17]) and a
J = 0 m(1770) with I' = 310 MeV [18]. The coupling
of an octet of 0 P resonance to 0 + 1 (PV) chan-
nels is determined from charge conjugation and SU(3)
symmetry to be

I

Equation (3.1) implies

r(K ~ pv) r.„„(K)
r(~-+ pv)

= r.„„(~) ' (3.2)

In (3.3) cb1, are the normalized (g cb&
——1) couplings

PPV and

r(p)sin bs exp(ihs) =
2(Mp —MD) —iI'(P)

(3.4)

consistent with the assumption that the P resonances de-
cay predominantly into the lowest-lying P and V mesons,
which we shall make for simplicity.

For Cabibbo-allowed and doubly forbidden D decays
and for Cabibbo Brst and doubly forbidden D+ decays,
the FSI eKect modifies the amplitudes in the following
way:

A(D ~ Vj,Pg) = Aw(D ~ VbPI, ) + cbq[exp(ib's) —1]

x ) cb a Aw(D ~ Vb PI, ) . (3.3)

hf b, (B„P )Vb"P, . (3.1) where P is the resonance appropriate to the decay chan-
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M —M~ —M~+ M (3.5)

In the fit we allowed the mass and the width of Ko to
vary within the experimental bounds. The best fit values
are 1928 and 300 MeV, respectively. From Eq. (3.5) we
get M, = 1869 MeV.

The SU(3) and C invariant coupling of a scalar 8 res-
onance to two pseudoscalar mesons is

888dabaPaPb~c + gsls(PaPO + POPa) ~a

+gsslPaPaSO+ gll1POPOSO . (3.6)

In (3.6) a, 6, c = 1, . . . , 8 are SU(3) indices, PO and So are
SU(3) singlets.

Assuming that the 8 resonances decay dominantly to
a pair of mesons belonging to the lowest mass nonet,
one obtains &om (3.6) the branching ratio for (KO
Kn) as a function of the ratio of coupling constants r =
gsls/gsss. The further assumption of nonet symmetry
would imply r = 1. The experimental data allow two
possible values for r, one positive (and consistent with 1)
and. another negative and close to —1. The best fit value
of r is —0.84, corresponding to a branching ratio for the
decay of the Ko resonance in Kvr of about 64'Po.

The description of reseat tering efFects for Cabibbo-
forbidden D decays is complicated by the presence of yet
unobserved fO and fO isoscalar resonances, which should
be singlet-octet mixtures. Denoting by ]f0) the lower
mass state we define

Ifo ) = »n O']f8) + cos O'If l)

nel considered (5 or K). Equation (3.4) deterinines bs up
to a 180 ambiguity. The choice can be made according
to the number of resonances and bound states [19] that
are present in the channel at lower energies, each one of
them increasing the phase shift by m. In this case the
P resonance may be assumed as the third resonance in
the channel, with hs close to zvr (in our recent preprint
a different choice was made for the PV channels).

For Cabibbo-forbidden D ~ PV decays one expects
q and q' resonances to take also part to rescattering. Be-
cause of charge conjugation invariance, the singlet com-
ponents have vanishing coupling and the combined ef-
fect of the two expected isoscalar resonances may be de-
scribed by a phase attached to the isosinglet octet part of
the decay amplitudes. This phase is the only added pa-
rameter for these channels to be fitted. The fitted value
is 243, corresponding to two resonances with masses
one below and the other above the D mass.

Coming now to FSI efFects for parity-violating D —+
PP decays we note that some evidence exists for a
J = 0+ resonance Ko (with mass 1945+10+20 MeV,
width 201+ 34 + 79 MeV, and 52 + 14'Fp branching ratio
in Kvr [20]). No ao isovector resonance has been observed
up to now in the interesting mass region. In [4] we as-
sumed its existence and we estimated its mass from the
equispacing formula

The results will also depend on the parameters a
gssl/g888 and c gill/g888& see (3 6) ~

To reduce the number of new parameters we assume
that these scalar resonances behave similarly to the ten-
sor mesons f2 (1270) and f2 (1525): the f2 is very weakly
coupled to vrvr, and the f2 has in turn a small coupling to
KK. In order to forbid the fo -+ ~sr decay, we required
a and th™x~ngangle P to be related by

1

~2 tang

The value tang = v2 would then imply a vanishing
branching ratio for the decay fo ~ KK. The best fit
value is tang = 1.14, not very far from 1.41.

The fit has therefore two new free parameters,
Mf, —Mf' and P. For any pair (A', P) there are two

possible values for c, that are solutions of a quadratic
condition coming from the requirement of unitarity of
the rescattering transformation.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAI
DATA ON BRANCHING RATIOS

Starting from the weak amplitudes Agr defined in
Sec. II and modifying them with FSI efFects as ex-
plained in the previous section, we evaluated the rates for
all Cabibbo-allowed two-body decays and for Cabibbo-
forbidden D+ and D+ decays as functions of the param-
eters of the fit. These are (, the parameters W~i and
TV~~ of the annihilation contributions, the axial charges
a „=a,g and a „ the mass and width of the scalar
Ko resonance. We use the values (m„, m~, m„m, )=(4.5,
7.4, 150, 1500 MeV) for the quark masses. The de-
cay constants are (f, fIc, f, —flc-, f-, fy)=(133, 160,
216, 156, 233 MeV). The pole masses in the form fac-
tors (2.10) corresponding to yet undetected charmed par-
ticles have been taken to be MD. ~0+ ~

——2470 MeV and
MD (0+)=2600 MeV. Other parameters relevant for de-
cay to final states containing g(g') have been fixed fol-
lowing [15]. The results are presented in Tables I, II,
III.

The best-fit results are reported in column three of
the tables. The total y is 806. The 25 data points
for Cabibbo-allowed decays contribute 61.8 and the 12
data points for Cabibbo first-forbidden decays 18.8. The
best fit parameters are ( = —0.027, r = —0.84, W~~ =
—0.29, TV~v = +0.29, a „= a~g —— 1.0, a, = 0.59,
M~; ——1928 MeV, and I'~; ——300 MeV. A separate fit to
Cabibbo-allowed data alone gives quite similar values for
the parameters. In the tables we have also reported the
theoretical predictions for the decays to final states con-
taining Kg, in order to show the importance of interfer-
ence efFects with doubly Cabibbo-suppressed amplitudes.

We note that the relatively large SU(3) violation
present in the data for exotic D+ decays [6],

lfo) = «s&Ifs)+»ndIfi) —.
(3.7) U r(D+ ~ ~+~0)

Ug I(D+ -+Kg~+) (4 1)
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TABLE I. Decay branching ratios in percent for
Cabibbo-allowed two-body D nonleptonic decays. In the first
column the experimental data are reported (upper bounds are
90% C.L.) [6], in the second column the theoretical values ob-
tained in the best fit. See text for further explanations.

K-~+
Ks&
KL,x
Ksg
KI.g
Ksg'
KL,g'
K"~0
Ksp'
KL,p'

K'-~+
K p+

K' g'
Ks~
KL, cd

Ksg
Kl.&p

B-~~(D' ~ f')
4.01+ 0.14
1.02+ 0.13

0.34+ 0.06

0.83+ 0.15

3.0+ 0.4
0.55+ 0.09

4.9+ 0.6
10.4+ 1.3
1.9+ 0.5

&0.11
1.0+ 0.2

0.415 +0.060

Bth(D' ~ f')
4.03
0.78
0.57
0.46
0.34
0.84
0.67
3.49
0.49
0.39
4.69
11.19
0.51
0.005
1.12
1.04
0.42
0.48

(instead of R+ ——1) is well reproduced by the fitted data,
as also happened in [5]. This point has been discussed
in detail in [21] and more recently in [22]. The reason
is that several SU(3) breaking effects, each one rather
small, contribute coherently to enhance R+.

We have also evaluated, not including them in the
fit, two recently measured doubly Cabibbo-forbidden
branching ratios. The experimental data are [23,24]

KsK+
KI,K+

pK' K+
K,K*+
KI.K*+

$7r+
(der

p 7t

p
K+~'
K+~
K'9'
K'~+
K'+~'
K p
K+g
K*+g'
K+~
K+y

K*'~+
K'p+

B-p~(D' ~ f')
1.75+ 0.35

1.90+ 0.40
4.7+ 1.4
10.0+ 2.2
12.0+ 3.0
3.3+ 0.5
2.1+ 0.5

3.5+ 0.4
&1.7

&0.28

&0.7

&0.25

Bgh(D+ —+ f,)
2.53
2.26
1.33
5.89
9.49
2.61
3.86
1.44
1.93
2.89
0.0

0.080
0.080
0.16
0.27
G.52
0.43
0.029
0.24
0.024
0.024
0.072
0.015
0.33
1.95

B(D -+ 7r K+)
B(Do w vr+K —

)

= (0.77 + 0.25 + 0.25) x 10 (4.2)

TABLE III. Same as Table II for D+ nonleptonic decays.

Ks~+
KL,sr+
K'~+
Ksp+
Kl.p+
m+vro

KOK+

p
p

p '9

(ver+

y~+
K K+
K"K+

B,„g(D+ —+ f;)
1.37+ 0.15

2.2+0.4
3:30+ 1.25

0.25+ 0.07
0.75+ 0.25

&0.9
0.78+0.17

&0.14

&1.2
&1.5
&0.7

0.67+0.08

0.51+0.10

R~(D+ -+ f')
1.08
1.43
0.64
5.28
6.49
0.17
0.36
0.79
G.86
0.17
0.37

0.0002
0.13
0.035
0.59
1.70
0.25

TABLE II. Decay branching ratios in percent for
Cabibbo-allowed and 6rst-forbidden two-body D+ nonlep-
tonic decays. In the 6rst column the experimental data are
reported (upper bounds are 90% C.L.) [6], in the second col-
umn the theoretical rates obtained in the best fit. See text
for further explanations.

(4.3)

and the theoretical predictions using the best-fit param-
eters are Ro ——0.89 x 10 and R+ ——0.76 x 10

In the SU(3) limit the U-spin properties of the Hamil-
tonian should give Ro ——tan 0~ ——0.26 x 10, also
discussed in [22]. Our model predicts Ro to be 3.4 times
larger than this value. This is due mainly to the R'-
exchange contributions, that should vanish in the sym-
metric limit and have opposite signs in the two ampli-
tudes, and also to rescattering eKects.

On the other hand the theoretical value for R+ is much
smaller than the experimental datum that however dif-
fers from zero by only 2.5 standard deviations. We note
that in a factorized model the decay D+ -+ PK+ may
only proceed through annihilation and rescattering. It
is therefore diFicult to reproduce the present very large
value for R+.

We consider now D decay processes, and in particular
Cabibbo first-forbidden decays. The D meson is a U-
spin singlet and it should only decay to U-spin triplet
states, if flavor SU(3) is a good symmetry. Therefore in
that limit several relations among decay amplitudes hold.
For the parity-violating D ~ PP decays they are
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A(D +K%)=0, (4 4) TABLE IV. Decay branching ratios in percent for Cabibbo
erst-forbidden two-body D nonleptonic decays. See caption
of Table II and text for details.

A(DO -+ K+K ) = A—(Do -+ ~+or )
A(DO-+ K+~ )

tan 0~
= —tan OcA(D -+ K sr+) (4.5)

[the last equality corresponds to the symmetry prediction
discussed after (4.2)],

A(Do —+ Kyar ) = cosg„„A(D m Ksri)
v3

+ sine„~iA(D ~ Ksrj'), (4 6)

A(D -+ 7r a ) = cosa&& A(D ~ vr i1)~3
+ sin H„„A(D ~ vr q'), (4.7)

A(D' ~—~'~') = (1 —tan' e„„)A(D' -+ qg)
+2 tan e„„A(D m rji7'), (4.8)

A(D -+ rjrt') = tan 9„„A(D —+ re)
+v 3[sing„„IA(D -+ ~ rI)
—cosg„„A(D m vr g')] . (4.9)

Comparing the above formulas to the experimental
data [6,7,23], we note that (4.4) is definitely not true,
the moduli of the amplitudes in (4.5) are in the ratios
(1:0.59:1.15:0.67) instead of being equal, relation (4.6) is
compatible with the data, but only with large phases,
and finally no data exist for (4.7), (4.8), (4.9).

In the factorization scheme the amplitude A(Do
K K ) vanishes, and we may only obtain a nonzero rate
in that channel through rescattering from the other de-
cay channels. Analogously, the small SU(3)-breaking ef-
fects (f g fic, MD —M ) M~2 —M~, . . .) are not
enough to reproduce the large ratio of K+K to 7r+7r
rates. In Table IV we show the results of our best fit
to the Cabibbo first-forbidden decay rates. As explained
in Sec. III, to the parameters previously determined we
added two more free parameters A and P and chose the
value of another one, c, between the two solutions of a
quadratic consistency condition. The fit we obtain is
good (y = 1.7 with 4 data points). The best-fit re-

sults for the parameters are A = Mf, —Mf ——1205fo
MeV, P = 48.7, and c —2.69. The corresponding
masses and widths of the scalar and isoscalar resonances
are Mf, ——1778 MeV, I'f, ——361 MeV, My ——2148 MeV,
and I'f, ——389 MeV.

For parity-conserving decays, the relations obtained
from Qavor symmetry are less restrictive in view of the
few existing data. For instance, the relation correspond-
ing to (4.4), namely,

~'9'
rlrl

vr07ro

7r+�v-
rK+
K K

Cd 7l

p '9

Cd'g

Cd'g

nK' K

K*+K-
K* K+

p
P 7i

p

Be~pi(&' -+ f, )

0.088 + 0.023
0.159 + 0.012
0.454 + 0.029
0.11 + 0.04

(0.08
(0.15

0.34+ 0.08
0.18+ 0.10

Bii, (D m f, )
0.058
0.17
0.10
0.22

0.116
0.159
0.456
0.093
0.008
0.024
0.010
0.19

0.0001
0.11
0.057
0.099
0.099
0.45
0.28
0.82
0.65
0.17

is valid in the factorization approximation and rescatter-
ing does not spoil its validity in our model. Only upper
limits exist experimentally. Similarly, other SU(3) pre-
dictions are

A(D -+ K+K* ) = A(D -+ ~+—p ),
(4.11)

A(D' -+ K K*+) = A-(D' ~ ~-—p+) .

V. CP VIOLATION

It is well known that CP-violating effects show up
in a decay process only if the decay amplitude is the
sum of two difFerent parts, whose phases are made of a
weak (CKM) and a strong (final-state interaction) con-
tribution. The weak contributions to the phases change
sign when going to the CP-conjugate process, while the
strong ones do not. I et us denote a generic decay ampli-
tude of this type by

The W-exchange terms strongly violate these relations
and our predictions are therefore at variance with them.
Data for harp final states are unfortunately still missing.

The experimental data and the fitted values for parity
conserving Cabibbo first-forbidden D ~ PV decays are
also reported in Table IV. The only parameter added to
those determined in the previous fits is the phase shift of
the isosinglet octet part of the decay amplitudes. This
parameter turns out to be 243 and the quality of the fit
is reasonably good (y =7.7 for 4 data points).

A(D' ~ K'K") + A(D' ~ KOK*') = 0, (4.10) A = Ae' ' + Be' ' (5.1)
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and the corresponding CP conjugate amplitude by

A = A*e' ' + B*e' ' (5.2)

The CP-violating asymmetry in the decay rates will be
therefore

IAI'+ IXI'
2 Im(AB*) sin(b2 —8i)

IAI + IBI + 2 Re(AB ) cos($2 —$i)
(5.3)

Both factors in the numerator of Eq. (5.3) should be
nonvanishing to have a nonzero effect. Moreover, to have
a sizable asymmetry the moduli of the two amplitudes A
and B should not differ too much.

In Cabibbo first-forbidden D decays, the penguin
terms in the effective Hamiltonian (2.2) provide the dif-
ferent phases of the weak amplitudes A and B. Having
obtained a reasonable description of the decay processes,
including a model for their strong phases, we may en-

IA(f' e )I' —IA(f' ")I'

IA(f' e )I'+ IA(f' e+)I' (5 4)

Limiting our considerations to the simplest case, D de-
cays to a CP self-conjugate anal state (f; = +f;), and
considering the time-integrated asymmetry, one obtains

visage the more ambitious goal to derive CP-violating
asymmetries using our model for the phase shifts. The
asymmetries resulting are around 10, somewhat larger
than previously expected. We stress however that the
actual numbers may vary appreciably for parameter vari-
ations that still give reasonable fits to the decay rates.

For D+ (and D+) decays the total charge allows us to
directly measure the rates to be combined in the asym-
metry (5.3). In the neutral D decays, however, the need
of tagging the decaying particle to tell its charm and
the possibility of D Dm-ixing make (5.3), as it stands,
not directly measurable. Let us consider the particular
case of an e+e factory at the vP", assume to tag D by
semileptonic decays and define

(i—
GCP =

(1+

P 1+ A + 1— 1+ P 1 qA

In (5.5) A = A(D ~ f;) is the decay amplitude, the
mass matrix eigenstates are defined as

IDs, i) ~ ID') + -ID')
p

and the mixing parameters are

2 (1VIs —ML, ) I's —I I.
r, +r, ' "=r,+r,

1 A2 1 p 2

acp ——— 1 — — and Re e = — — —1
2 A 4 q

with the result

a&& ac p(1 —b) —28 Re(e) + (5.6)

In (5.6) the definition b = 1—(1 —y )/(1 + x2) is used.

The mixing for charmed mesons is experimentally
known to be small (IxI ( 0.083, y ( 0.085) [6] and
the theoretical calculations of the short-distance contri-
butions give very small predictions. A reliable calculation
of long-distance terms is problematic, even more so for
CP violation in the mass matrix and the ratio p/q. We
did not consider at all the time dependence in the asym-
metries, since these depend on the phase of p/q. We note
anyhow that the smallness of x and y prevents the de-
velopment in time of appreciable asymmetries even if the
phases would allow this. We expect moreover that the
modulus Ip/qI will differ from one by a small amount,

10 . Therefore we can expand (5.5) in the small
quantities

TABLE V. CP-violating decay asymmetries for D+ and
D Cabibbo-forbidden decays. See text for explanation.

Decay channel
D+ -+ p'sr+
D+ w p+vr

D wK*K
D wK*K
D w K"+K
D' -+ K*-K+
D' -+ p+vr
D'-+p m+

10 x acp
—1.17
+1.28
+0.67
+0.67

—0.038
—0.16
—0.37
+0.36

+ 0.68
+ 0.74
+ 0.39
+ 0.39
+ 0.022

0.09
+ 0.22
+ 0.21

Decay channel
D+ ~ K0K+

D' ~ vr'g'
D
D + gg'

D' -+ ~o~o
D —+ sr+~

D m K+K
D' ~ KoKO

10 x asap
—0.51 + 0.30
+1.43 + 0.83
—0.98 + 0.57
+0.50 + 0.29
+0.28 + 0.16
—0.54 + 0.31
+0.02 + 0.01
+0.13 + 0.8
—0.28 + 0.16

I

Experimentally b ( 0.014. Therefore, if acP is not
much smaller than Re(e), the measured asymmetry will

effbe acp —acp.
We report in Table V the values of acP that we ob-

tain in our model for several decay processes. We chose
to give only the results that correspond to a good fit
for the branching ratios, even if the predictions for some
other decay channels are also large. For parity-conserving
D decays the final states are not CP eigenstates, and
the corresponding formula for acP is more complicated;
however, we note that for amplitudes of not too difFerent
absolute values, as it happens in Cabibbo first-forbidden
decays, and given the smallness of the mixing parame-
ters, the result is again a P acp. If the final state
contains a neutral kaon, normally identified by its decay
to vr+7r, one has to disentangle the CP-violating effects
in D and K decays. How to do this for the D+ decays has
been discussed in [5]. We note that these channels are
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not very promising candidates to look for CP-violating
eKects in D decays.

We evaluated the central value for a~~ choosing for
the Maiani-Wolfenstein parameters (p, rl) the values (0.2,
0.3), following a recent analysis of CKM parameters [25],
and U,b = 0.040. We varied (p, rl) in the one-sigma region
obtained in [25] for f~ = 200 + 40 MeV. The error given
in Table V reflects only this uncertainty, which is already
quite large.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a generally successfull description of
the complex of two-body nonleptonic decays of charmed
mesons. We 6tted 45 experimental branching ratios with
11 &ee parameters, that assume values close to the ex-
pected ones at the minimum of the y = 90.

We note that the large SU(3) breaking efFects shown by
the data are well reproduced in our results. Rescattering

(FSI) efFects are particularly important in this respect:
their parameters are derived from experimental data on
nearby resonances. The masses of these being unequal,
Ravor SU(3) breaking is induced through the difference
in the phase shifts for each isospin channel.

W-exchange and/or annihilation contributions are
substantial in many cases. The danger of getting too
big decay rates for D, Cabibbo-favored decays has been
avoided in our model imposing chiral symmetry require-
ments.

Moreover, the rather large Anal-state phase shifts and
"penguin" operator contributions lead us to envisage
CP-violating asymmetries larger that 10 ~ in some de-
cay channels.
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